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IFF Associations’ Meeting 2019    

Neuchâtel, 14. - 15.12.2019, Stade de la Maladier,  

Espace Gilbert Facchinetti meeting room    

Program     

Start End Saturday 14th 

08:30 08:40 Opening (TE) 

08:40 09:40 IFF License System 2.0 Effects and Tier System (VH) 

   - Pair work analyse own position and Tier Group 

09:40 09:55 Coffee break 

10:00 10:45 Keynote Speech Timo Lumme, IOC Marketing Director 

   Strategic issues, Marketing and Visibility 

   Q/A 

11:00 11:30 Strategy Process, Floorball Growth pockets and Future Direction (JL) 

11:30 12:30 Workshop: How to secure continued growth of Floorball 

  30 min discussions and 20 min debriefing 

12:30 13:15 Light lunch 

13:15 14:15 Workshop 2: What is needed to reach the Strategic Targets 

  30 min discussions and 20 min debriefing 

14:15 14:20 Recap of the Day (TE) 

 

Start End Sunday 15th  

08:30 08:40 Opening Day 2 (FS) 

08:40 09:35 Regional Development (10 min) 

  - AOFC Projects Referee education, Ms. Binbin Lin, SFA Board members 

  - Building Coach and Referee Educational Systems (VH) 

  - Danish NOC Project, Carsten Nymand Provstgaard, Floorball Denmark 

  - Africa Cup - source of development, Mr. Paul Maina, President KFF 

  - Czech Street Floorball, Mr. Filip Suman, Czech Floorball President 

09:35 09:45 Status of Future of Floorball, Mr. Martin Klabere, IFF RACC chair 

09:45 10:25 - Group work: How to combine the format of Playing and closing of the Gap  

10:25 10:45 Coffee break 
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10:45 11:45 How to activate women in Floorball, Ms. Kaarina Salomaa, IFF CB 
member 

  Activation workshop 

11:45 12:45 TWG 2021 (JL) 

  How is USA is preparing for the Event (10 min) 

  Workshop: How can we make it an Event for all of Floorball 

  Ideas for Promotion and Activation 

  Best Slogan for TWG Floorball proposal will be rewarded 

12:45 13:00 Next Events 

WFC 2021 Uppsala, Sweden, Ms. Ebba Wengström, Project manager U19 
WFC 2020, Ms. Anna Lindström, Director Uppsala Convention Bureau 

  WFC 2020 Helsinki, Finland, Ms. Hanne Pirkola, Event Director 

13:00 13:05 Recap of the Day, the closing of the IFF Associations’ Meeting (TE) 
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             Helsinki, Finland 27h of November 2019 

     
Proposed Agenda for the IFF Ethics Commission meeting on December 13th, 2019 
 

Present: 
Mr. Olli Rauste (FIN), chair 
Ms. Wendy Kuan (SGP) 
Ms. Carol Roberts (CAN) 
Ms. Sylvia Schenk (GER) 
 
Secretary: 
Mr. John Liljelund (FIN) – IFF secretary general 
 
 
§ 1 Welcome by IFF ETC Chair, Mr. Olli Rauste 
 Mr. Olli Rauste to open the yearly meeting of the IFF Ethics Commission and wish everyone  

welcomed. 
Short recap of the working of the IFF ETC by the members. 

   
§ 2 Updates from the IFF       
 Mr. Liljelund to make a short recap of important events and actions   

- IFF has conducted the SportAccord Good Governance questionnaire, initiated by the ASOIF. 
IFF got a score of 58/80 and was 5th in the ranking of all ARISF and AIMS IF’s and was in the 
top in the groups with the same level of employees or level of budget. 

- IFF has finally been registered in Lausanne, Canton du Vaud after the IFF GA appeal period 
time in February 2019. 

- The Russian member association (NFFR) reported a match fixing case to the IFF, from the 
U19 WFC qualifications in Russia, which the IFF ETC discussed, but the topic was referred 
to the NFFR which decided to sanction six players. 

 
§ 3 Recap of the Actions related to the field of the Ethics Commission    

The Cameron sister’s complaint against AFA has now been taken to the Supreme Court of  
Queensland by the Cameron sisters. But the IFF has not had any correspondence from either the  
Cameron’s nor the court. 
 
Mr. Liljelund to make a short update of the IFF Discrimination and Sexual Harassment Folder 
activity, in which the IFF ETC has participated in preparations of. 

  
§ 4 General discussion of the situation of Gambling and Gaming in Floorball  
 The ETC is to discuss the question of possible match-fixing and how to deal with this in Floorball. 
 The ETC to make an action plan for further actions. 
 
§ 5 General discussion of the Reporting Mechanisms in Sport  

Ms. Roberts to make a short recap in the topic. The ETC to discuss the topic. 
 

§ 6 Specific Actions to be taken during 2020?   
 The ETC to discuss what action needs to be taken in 2020, in advance of the IFF General  

Assembly 2020. If wanted the IFF ETC can have a short presentation at the IFF Association  
meeting in Neuchâtel on the 14th or 15th of December. The idea from the IFF Office is to have a 
longer presentation of the IFF ETC activities at the IFF General Assembly in Helsinki in 
December 2020. 
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§ 7 Discussion with representatives from the IFF Disciplinary Committee 
 The ETC is to discuss the cooperation and relation to the IFF Disciplinary committee. 
 As the IFF doesn’t usually have the representatives of the IFF Disciplinary committee present at  

the WFC and as the IFF has a very though financial situation presently the IFF DC is not  
represented at the WFC. To discuss timing for a conference call with the IFF Disciplinary  
committee representatives in beginning of 2020. 
 

§ 8 Any other issues 
 
 
§ 9 Closing of meeting     
 Mr. Rauste is to close the meeting    
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     Helsinki, Finland 16.10.2019 
 
 
IFF Strategy 2021-2032 Strategy Task Force (STF) – Meeting 1 
 
Time:   21.10. at 12:00 CET/13:00 EET/18:00 AWST  
   
Place: Skype  
 
Participants: Steve King, Chair (AUS)   
 Junoh Lee, ATC (KOR)   
 Kaarina Salomaa (FIN)    
 Helèn Wiklund-Wårell (SWE)    
 Michael Zoss (SUI)   
 Merita Bruun, IFF Communication (IFF) 
 John Liljelund, IFF secretary general 
 
Excused: Filip Suman (CZE) 
 
Agenda 
 

1. Opening  
Mr. King welcomed all members to the IFF Strategy Task Force (STF) and asked all to make a  
short introduction of the participants.  
Mr. Liljelund informed that Mr. Suman was not able to participate the meeting, due to an  
Czech NOC meeting. 
 

2. IFF Strategy Task Force  
Mr. Liljelund went shortly through the task given by the IFF CB to the STF. The objectives for 
the STF, is to prepare a Strategy document for the Future Direction of the IFF for 2021 – 2032, 
prepare the process for the evaluation and the analysis of the two draft versions for April and 
September and the to prepare for the discussions and workshop concerning the Strategy. The 
whole process for the STF work was discussed and the timetable with two Skype meetings 
and the IFF Association meeting during the fall. 

 
3. Sort Recap of the IFF Strategy Growth Pockets and Initial Questionnaire results. 

The STF discussed the IFF Strategy Growth Pockets document and felt that it was very good 
material and it is easy to follow, which is the result of the points brought up in the reference 
interviews and a basic material. The STF discussed the definition of the term Growth Pocket, 
in the sense that they are the topics IFF needs to work with to achieve growth, increased 
performance and political achievement. The Growth Pockets needs to be defined in the 
information given to member association. 
 
The members commented upon the content and added the following points: 
- Need to utilise digitalisation (data collection, spectator experience) 
- The direction of Internationals/National Sport Organisations is more than before  

independent on the leadership  
- Alternative versions of the Game needed to meet the requirements of fewer players 

available for the teams 
-     Creating new and more entertaining atmospheres of the Game 
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-     Prioritise education (improve e.g. self-education/dev website content) 
-     Local referees 
-     Gender mixed teams a good alternative 
-     Social players to become licensed 
- Invite Key persons from new countries to study the game at tournaments 
- Include the voice of the athletes in decision making 
- Utilise the experience of and give service to the Athlethes 
- Personal IFF personal contact during the first year of activity 
- Work to increase the market value on both the international and national level, by 

achieving strong sponsors with long-term contracts 
- Utilise digital tools also for development and education 

 
 

4. Short Recap of the Global and Sport specific Trends 
The STF discussed the Emerging trends document and how to present this 
This is also to work as a basis for the work of the STF and for the discussion in the IFF 
Association meeting 
 
- Technological advancements also change sports data collection and how spectators 

experience sports (mobile, virtual etc.)  
- Healthy Lifestyle is key to get masses moving and Governmental Money for the Sport in 

Future 
- The Voice of Athletes of become more and more important 
- Number of Hosts for International Event is decreasing, due to high Host City demands and 

how the inhabitants feel about the Events. 
- How the Effect of Climate Change and the measurements to be taken in relation, will effect 

sports is still to be defined 
- Sport Organisations to become even more dependent on the Leadership, in relation to 

Good Governance and transparency 
 

5. The Strategy workshop during the IFF Association Meeting 
The aim is to prepare a set of questions and topics for the Strategy workshop t be conducted 
during the IFF Association meeting. The idea is to brief the meeting on the Strategy Process, 
Objective and the Timetable. In addition, there will be a keynote speaker talking about general 
sports related strategy questions. The Strategy is the main topic for the IFF Association 
Meeting. 
The STF to discuss the topics and questions to be dealt with-in the working groups: 
- First work session (Groups built base on member association size): 

o Define the three most crucial factors that the IFF must achieve to continue to 
develop the sport. Please explain why 

o What are the three most concreate threats for future positive development of 
Floorball/IFF 

- Second work session (Groups built based on geography): 
o What do we need to do to reach the Strategic Targets of 2032? 
o What are these targets? 

 
The STF will continue to discuss the running of the IFF Association meeting work sessions in 
its next meeting. 
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6. What type of document are we to build? 
The IFF CB has discussed that the objective is to have a short and very practical strategy 
document, not a long theoretical document. In order to be able to start the building of the basis 
for the document, it would be good to start the discussion of the needed parts of the 
document. 
 
The IFF Office has prepared a first draft of the possible content for the Strategy Document, 
which shall work as a basis for the discussion. 
 
1 Introduction 
- Definition, Rationale, Structure, Process 
2. Purpose and Objective 
3. History of the IFF 
4. Global Trends affecting Floorball 
5. IFF Vision and Mission 
6. IFF Direction for the Future 2021 – 2032 
7. implementation of the Strategy 
8. Summary and Strategy Canvas 
 
The STF discussed the structure of the Strategy Document and the length of it. It was 
generally agreed that the document can have a maximum of ten pages, but could be even 
shorter with six to eight pages and it needs some kind of visualisation to illustrate and explain 
what we are striving for. 
 
 

7. Next meetings and tasks 
The STF  will meet by Skype for a second meeting on the 15th of November at 12:00 
CET/13:00 EET and 18:00 AWST.  
 
The members who are present could meet during the WFC for an unformal meeting prior to 
the IFF Associations meeting, even if the timetable is very hectic during the Championships.  
 
The STF members can come with additional comments to the meeting report and the 
documents until the 4th of November. 
 

 
8. Closing of the meeting 

Mr. King thanked all for their active participation and closed the meeting.                               
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     Helsinki, Finland 15.11.2019 
 
 
IFF Strategy 2021-2032 Strategy Task Force (STF) – Meeting 2 
 
Time:   15.11. at 12:00 CET/13:00 EET/18:00 AWST  
  
Place: Skype  
 
Participants: Steve King, Chair (AUS)   
 Junoh Lee, ATC (KOR)   
 Kaarina Salomaa (FIN) 
 Filip Suman (CZE)    
 Helèn Wiklund-Wårell (SWE)    
 Michael Zoss (SUI)   
 Merita Bruun, IFF Communication (IFF) 
 John Liljelund, IFF secretary general 
 
Excused: - 
 
Report 
 

1. Opening  
Mr. King opened the meeting and welcomed everyone to the second meeting of the Strategy 
Task Force, in addition thanked all the members for their active participation with providing 
feedback to the different topics. Further Mr. King made a recap of the objectives for the 
meeting: 
- To prepare the topics for the IFF Association Meeting Strategy workshop and build on the 

already agreed workshop topics. 
- Discuss the process for the content preparation of the Strategy document and assign 

responsible persons for each section 
   

2. Short Recap from last meeting 
Mr. King confirmed that there had been no comments to the report from the last meeting and 
asked for possible additions or comments to the Growth Pockets and Trend presentation, 
which will work as the basis for the discussion at the IFF Association Meeting. 
 
There were some additions made to the Growth Pockets by a person invited to the survey of 
the reference group and included in the presentation: 
• Top 4 countries to support lower level countries (Sport development expansion) 
• IFF financial support to target Member Associations (Service level) 
• Higher demand for WFC participation (not too many teams to lower level) (IFF Events) 
 
The STF agreed to send out the Growth Pockets & Trend document combined with a short 
explanation to the IFF Member Associations. 

 
3. Preparation of the IFF Association Meeting Strategy workshop 

The Strategy workshop will be opened by Mr. Timo Lumme’s intervention on how the IOC 
sees the sports marketing and how it effects the International Federations. In the pre-work, 
with the IOC staff it has been advised that Mr. Lumme prefers to answer questions, so we 
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could think of a few to be asked from the STF during the meeting, which will then guide us in 
the right direction. The following questions were formulated and it was agreed that the STF 
members will either ask the questions themselves or ask some participants to ask the 
questions:  
- How will media and the use of it change in the future 
- How will the sponsorships market change and how will affect sports? 
- Can you evaluate on our major events and how should they be developed? 
- How do associations organise their sports – will there be any volunteer clubs in the future? 
- What kind of new media channels will be there in the future and which will stay alive? 
- What about the difficulty to find host cities? 
- What is your recommendation, should we in the future produce of own TV signal or relay 

on the services of TV companies? 
- How do you perceive the IFF Brand? 
 
The program for the Strategy workshop, during the IFF Association Meeting looks preliminary 
like this: 
10.00 10.45 Keynote Speech: Mr. Timo Lumme, IOC Marketing Direction 
  Strategic issues - Marketing and Visibility, followed by Q/A 
11.00 11.30 IFF Strategy Process, Floorball Growth pockets and Future Direction (JL) 
11.30 12.30 Workshop 1: How to secure continued growth of Floorball? 
  30 min discussions and 20 min debriefing – Format to be decided by STF 
  STF members to facilitate working groups 
12.30 13.15 Light lunch 
 
13.15 14.15 Workshop 2: What is needed to reach the Strategic Targets? 

30 min discussions and 20 min debriefing – Format to be decided by STF 
 

The STF discussed what results we want to get out from the member associations meeting in 
the Strategy workshops, in order to be able to direct the discussions in the right way. 
 
Further the idea is to prepare a list of maybe 10 concreate yes-no Flash Questions that the 
participants could answer either in the groups or just as single associations, in order to foster 
and create discussion. The STF is to define these questions during the meeting. 
The STF agreed to collect some questions and then present them to the workshop: 
- IFF should create an international game format where both genders are included in same   
   team (4 vs 4) 
- IFF should create international game format with less players on the field? 
- IFF should create a global platform to watch top leagues live? 
- Our association is willing to invest resources into sharing best practices (EOTO)? 
- Getting into Olympics is not the priority, but one goal and the consequence as the sport  
  develops? 
- IFF should prioritize development support to selected countries for a defined period, then  
   change to next ones? 
- IFF should have more focus on developing the sport for masses - healthy lifestyle 
- IFF should organize regional championships in every continent 
- IFF should include MA's more to increase the market value and strengthen the brand  
- The present WFC game format should remain same 
- The present WFC qualification system does not serve most of the countries 
- IFF rules shall not be changed due to external factors 
- The priority should be closing the gaps behind top 4, both for IFF and MAs 
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- IFF should consider to change its name to World Floorball 
- IFF should push more towards having women’s teams in the World Games, also if it  

means that less men’s teams are in 
- IFF should evaluate the possibility to build own multi-sport events 
- IFF to strive towards having more junior categories to play WFC’s 
 
The STF confirmed the basic topics for the workshops, as decided in the previous meeting: 
Workshop 1: (Groups built base on member association size): 
- Define the three most crucial factors that the IFF must achieve to continue to develop the   
  sport. Please explain why 
- What are the three most concreate threats for future positive development of Floorball/IFF 
 
Workshop 2: (Groups built based on geography): 
- What do we need to do to reach the Strategic Targets of 2032? 
- What are these targets? 
 
The STF discussed and agreed that it is important to have some additional working questions 
to steer the discussion in the workshops! The Office will prepare the questions for the 
workshop. 
 
It was decided that we will produce a signatory product for the workshop, but the discussion of 
what that would be was not finalised 
 
It was agreed that the reporting from the workshops should be done on a template based on 
the Growth Pocket’s, in order to make the collection of the feedback easier.  

 
4. What type of document are we to build? 

The STF agreed to the following structure for the strategy document to be built.  
Mr. Liljelund made a short recap of the process how to prepare the content of the different 
chapters. The STF felt it is important that the IFF Strategy will be a guiding document, not a 
detailed action plan. The following responsibility was distributed: 
 
1 Introduction   Helén 
- Definition, Rationale, Structure, Process 
2. Purpose and Objective -   Junoh 
3. History of the IFF  John 
4. Global Trends affecting Floorball -  Kaarina 
5. IFF Vision and Mission  Filip 
6. IFF Direction for the Future 2021 – 2032 -  Michael 
7. implementation of the Strategy -  Steve 
8. Summary and Strategy Canvas -  Merita 
 
The idea is to first build a list of sub-topics and points for each of the chapters, to get a feeling 
of what the document will look like. The STF members are to provide their part ready by mid-
January, so that the members can form a view of the different chapters, before the next 
meeting. 
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5. Next meetings and tasks 
The STF discussed the possibility and dates for a face to face meeting in beginning of 2020, to 
evaluate the outcome of the IFF Association meeting and start the drafting of a 1st version of 
the Strategy document based on the feedback from the members and the IFF Association 
meeting. Depending on the date for the face to face meeting, we can then plan in another 
Skype meeting if needed. The date is set for the 14.-15.2.2020 in Zurich, Switzerland. 
 
The members who are present could meet during the WFC for an informal meeting prior to the 
IFF Associations meeting, even if the timetable is very hectic during the Championships.  
 

 
6. Closing of the meeting 

Mr. King thanked everyone for an effective meeting and closed the meeting. 
 
                                



 

 

DECEMBER 2019 – FLOORBALL IN LATIN AMERICA    APPENDIX 11 
 
There have been some actions during this last period of the year. 
 
Due to the slow growth, the lack of communication from some countries 
and the problematic situation that external actions are causing in some 
areas, I have produced and sent a new document to all the contacts: 
 
“Basic ideas and actions towards the development of floorball in a new 
country / region” - it has been sent in Spanish not only to the “official” 
contacts in each country but also to anyone willing to collaborate. 
 
The aim of it is to give everyone a more clear map of how to proceed, 
including this: 
• How we can introduce floorball in a new region. 
• Basic of IFF 
• First steps - playing - growing - organizing 
• Communication 
• Documents and manual to download 
 
This document has also been sent to Floorball4All (Switzerland) but not 
any more answer, nor communication from them. 
 

SITUATION BY COUNTRY -  
 

 BRASIL - Adriano Serafim 
 
Most remarkable action done in this period among the countries in Latin 

America has been the Campeonato Brasileiro de Floorball played at the end of 
November.  

Very well organized and with a big success in terms of participation and 
also in promotion. 

We had some months ago a contact from Finland who was going to Brazil 
and asked how to proceed in order to help. But (as many times happened) not 
any further communication from him. 

 
 COLOMBIA  - Jose Fernando Gómez / Osneider Ortega 

 
Not any “official” communication from any of them.  
We had a contact some weeks ago from a Swedish lady who is organizing 

a tournament in Colombia for July 2020. We have written each other several 
times and tried to make them understand what are the key points on 
development. Not any more news since two weeks ago. They have launched a 
facebook page in Swedish and English. 

 
 DOMINICAN REPUBLIC - Prof. Osvaldo Cabrera - 

No news from here 
 VENEZUELA - Alejandro Russo-Mendoza - 

No news from here 
 ARGENTINA - Gloria Manriquez – Analia Jensen 



 

 

A new person got in contact with us. The information was sent but no 
more news after that. 

 
 MEXICO  - Teijo Vienola 
Unfortunately he has quitted from floorball. In this moment we do not 

have any contact there 
 

 PANAMA - Gabriel Valdes 
No news from here 
 
 CHILE - Felipe Quiroz  

 No news from here 
 

 ECUADOR 
No news from here 
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                            Helsinki, Finland September 20th, 2019 

 

To:  
Mr. Steve Mistrot 
VP Sport 
The World Games 2021 
Birmingham Organisation Committee 
By email 
 

                                                                    
 

Re: Application for Demonstration Sports Program 

 

Dear Mr. Mistrot, 

 

Thank you for the kind opportunity provided by the Birmingham Organization Committee (BOC) to apply for the 
Demonstration Sports Program. 

The International Floorball Federation (IFF) together with the United States Floorball Association 
(USFbA), would like to fully utilize the possibility to showcase Floorball as a part of the TWG 
Demonstration Sports Program. We would like to apply for the following activations: 

Sports Garden 
Based on our experience, how to introduce and showcase our sport, we would like to conduct a “Try-out 
Floorball” in a Mini-rink with the size of  20x10 m (the rink can be smaller if an issue), some three or four 
times a day for about 30 minutes. In the time between the sessions, the rink is free for the anyone to go 
and test how to play with the stick and ball. 

We will also before the Try-out sessions organise a “Beat the Goalie”-session, where anyone can try to 
take a Penalty Shot with a goalie. We will also run a Speed shooting competition, where the participants 
will try to shoot as fast as possible.  

We would like to run this from the start of the Event and a few days after the Floorball competition. We 
would like to use this as promotion towards the games and then to invite interested persons to come and 
test the sport. We can discuss the timetable more in detail. 

As a very low-entry sport, we don’t need any specific flooring, as we can just play on any flat surface 
outdoors, - What we need is the space for the rink and a booth next to it. We will provide the rink, sticks, 
balls and other needed material. We will coordinate this with the USFbA. 

The idea is also to organize some “Celebrity Games” in the rink ones a day, with for example BOC vs 
IFF or similar games. We have started discussions with for example some ParaFloorball groups, like 
Special Olympics to organize a game with them. 

The USFbA will together with IFF run and coordinate the activities. 

The World Games Plaza Stage 
We would like to use The World Games Plaza Stage for Information spots to the general public and the 
TWG participants. We would use some short promotional Video sports, together with Player Interviews 
and some Player “Trick sessions” (Zorro). Each session would be around 10-15 minutes. 

We are open to hear what opportunities you have to offer for the timetable, but we would appreciate the 
possibility to run the Information spots before the Try-out sessions, if possible. 
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Competition break sessions: 
We would like to build a program during the intermissions (10 min) and after the games with the following 
content: 

- Short demonstration games, with for example ParaFloorball/Special Olympics, Celebrities or local schools etc.  
- Speed shooting and Skill competitions for the players and the audience 
-  
After the matches we would like to organize a “Stick around afterwards and have a go”-session, where 
the audience can go on the field of play and meet the players. The audience can ask for autographs and  
take pictures and try to play with the Stars.  

We would like to have the possibility to come with additional ideas later in the process, but with-in the 
frames as described here. 

We look forward to your response and the possibility to discuss the different options and timings during 
the coming months. If you have some questions or comments to our application, please feel free to 
contact me directly. 

In the meantime, I wish you successful preparation for The World Games, I remain 

 

With sincere regards 

International Floorball Federation 

 

 

John Liljelund  
Secretary General 
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